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About This Game

Daemonsgate is a fantasy role-playing game in which you play the role of a young hero who is the only hope left of saving the
besieged city Tormis. It is surrounded by demonic hordes so it’s no easy task! The goal is to search the land of Hestor for a wise

wizard possessing knowledge necessary to stop the invading demon army.

You start off all by yourself at the "Pigge and Ballbearing" inn located within the city. ou can converse with many non player
characters, the innkeepers tend to be more knowledgeable - so they can be a valuable source of information.

There are a few minor subplots and distractions from the main task as your journey progresses. But the game is event driven so
there is no passing task X before completing task Y first. The game uses three-quarters overhead perspective and boasts a

conversation system with over 70,000 words.
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Death God Uuiversity. If nothing else, the title itself piques your interest. And true to it's name - the concept of the game is
pretty awesome. You are a student in a University, training to be a Death God. And your assignements consist of assasination
missions - or maybe asassination makes it sound too sophiticated. You just have to kill people - no hidden blades or exploding
gunpowder is used though. And therein lies it's true potential - the innovative killing methods.

Now if I just knew this much, I would have been interested enough to try it - but there's more. To make the game more fun, the
targets are not ordinary people. In fact, most of them are not even "bad guys" in the traditional sense. Take Miley Cyrus for
example. Not technically speaking bad, but annoying enough for you to have joked about killing her at least once with your
friends. At least I did - and if you didn't then perhaps you should. What's funnier is that you find her in a construction area,
surrounded by wrecking balls! This game is pure pun galore, and without giving any more spoilers - this is the gist of what the
game is about. The teachers, targets and characters in the game are all borrowed from pop culture, fiction or even mythology -
and the unlikelihood of these characters actually being in the situations that the game puts you in, is what makes this an
enjoyable experience. (Fun Fact - Did you know Harry Potter smokes?... Like a lot?)

Now coming to my only 2 qualms with the game.

1) Poor framerates, random crashes etc. The technical problems was what marred my experience the most when I first played
the game. But the devs responded soon enough, and now theres a patch (2 in fact, although I've not tried the latest one still) that
fixes most of the problems. I have not got a single crash after the patch, and the overall camera swivels have become much
smoother after patch 1.

2) A slightly diverted plotline. While it is fun to go kill people in unimaginable ways, sometimes you hope for a much more
advanced sense of coherence to the overall theme - and DGU manages to do some of it, but not all. I'm only a few hours into the
game - so I'm probably making rash early judgements - but there could be a bit more done to make it all come together in a
unified sort of manner.

Nevertheless, DGU makes up for it's te\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665al flaws with a fun concept and humurous characters.
The little fellows all run with their arms behind them in an almost anime-like style, and speak in a language that's akin to the
minions from Despicable Me. It's totally worth a shot if you're bored playing the run of the mill kind of games being released
these days, and while you may find flaws with some aspects, you will enjoy the game as a whole if you relate to this type of
gameplay.. An interesting blend between wild west & high fantasy with an anime art style.

Pros:
* Memorable music++
* Great art+++
* Good characterisation++
* Likeable characters+++
* Anime tropes that can bring you a smile++
* Decent story with some great moments (intense, powerful or touching)+
* Experiments with different types of narrative+

Cons:
* Having more art wouldn't hurt (real shame since I really like the style), character portraits\/talking heads are at a bare
minimum & certain "developer favourite* images are reused a bit too often--
* Sound effects are at a bare minimum & sometimes awful---
* Each time it takes a 2nd launch of the game before I can get into fullscreen-
* Sometimes narrative progresses at a snail's pace (but it can be either a pro or a con depending on preference, and it does make
me appreciate those dramatic moments even more)-
* Hate to say this but occasionally the story threatens to fall apart or gets too convenient or predictable--

Over all I'd say it's a 7\/10 & looking forward to a sequel. (more art this time around pls!). I usually play card games, multiplayer
or single player, and I love this "new genre" called roguelike card games. Deck Hunter, as an Early Access, has good potential. It
has a nice cartoon visual style, new mechanics (in roguelikecard games) like improving cards or combos, or the Forge (you can
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buy pieces of armor with materials). I understand that the developer (just one guy, important point) will improve the game
thanks to our feedback, and IMO this is the most important. On the other hand, the game has had some bugs, but the first bug
fixing update was 6 hours after launching, and I'm pretty sure that the developer is working hard to bring us the best experience
in Deck Hunter. Congrats for the good work and totally thumbs up!!!. Game breaking bug in the main quest: if you kill the clans
base before you receive the quest, the game is stuck.. I liked this game. I spent months playing, i managed to get 100 sins, from
saving over time! and then the upgrade minions is broken, so it took my sins and then lost all my sins and then when i clicked
the minus and thats broke as well... I can not reccomend this game, you also get stuck at level 150 and its near impossible to get
any further.. Mmmmy Sharona. This game feels disgustingly incomplete, and boredom is all too quick to settle in when playing
for extended periods of time,
as you just wait, and wait, and wait for the challenge, grinding away at trying to get everything the game arbitrarily locks away,
such as the challenges, or the characters behind their wave-defense mode.

The music may as well be royalty free and I would remember it no more.
Prepare for such classics as rock tune number whatever as you destroy waves upon waves of braindead robots while
running into their faces to ensure you don't run out of ammo for your current tier of gun.

Just play anything but this. Such as Smash TV.
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I like games with a retro feeling, though I do not play originals because I think they were great at their time but fall back
compared with modern retro games. Biodrone Battle took my interest because Paradroid was one of my favorite games and I
think this is a nice remake. It it faster, got more action (as far as I remember) but also has its moments of tension when you got
chased by a droid, escape into another room, hide and watch your confused haunter. Graphics is somewhat basic or retro-like
but lights and explosions give a tense ambience.. i thought, "oh its only 78 cents, it might be decent" HOLY CHEESE TEA
BISCUIT WAS I WRONG! its so bad, no damage indicators, no ads, nothing. not even the essiential of the tactical fps genre.
dont waste your money, use it on a cheap csgo skin, youll get more fun and enjoyement out of looking at that in game than you
would playing this.. in Space is an addictive, surprisingly enjoyable space shooter with enjoyably simplistic mechanics. As a
ship with what basically amounts to a peashooter strapped to it, you fire at coloured shapes to stop them from reaching past your
defences. However with each shot your defensive line edges forward, making the game harder and harder. This is where the
aformentioned simplistic mechanics come in. In one mode of the game you need to destroy three or more of the same coloured
shape to get your defensive line to move back. In another, you have to time your shots and destroy ships in rapid succession to
get it to recede.

This mechanic is really cool and nifty and makes the game fun to play. It requires pinpoint accuracy and you only really have
yourself to blame if you break your combo.

Throw in some cool Atari Esque visuals and a decent soundtrack and you've got a game that is more than worth the 79p it's sold
for.. Extra titan quest content what else can you ask for?. Great locomotive to go with New York New Haven. It has cable and
3rd rail use. I like driving it alot. First Metr-North train made so now you can use it on the New Canaan Branch or the line to
GCT on the route. I recommend this locomotive.
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